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Mobile Application Development with SMS and the SIM ToolkitMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Get mobile messaging going on virtually any platform, in any language
 Mobile Application Development Using SMS and the SIM Toolkit is just the guide you’ve been looking for if you’re building applications for GSM or 3G networks, wish you had sample code for reality-based applications, or want to add mobile...
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Real-time 3D Character Animation with Visual C++ (Book & CD-ROM)Focal Press, 2002
Do you have some experience and a reasonable knowledge of C++ and want to write your own computer games? Have you ever looked at a PC or Playstation (R) game with characters running and leaping through an exciting landscape and wondered how it was done? If so then this book will give you all the information you need to achieve this goal, whether...
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CorelDRAW: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Only Corel-Authorized Guide to CorelDRAW X4
Create fine art and commercial graphics with one powerful tool! CorelDRAW X4: The Official Guide shows you how to get a visual message across with impact and style; edit photos; build captivating layouts; and compose scenes in a clean, attention-getting style. Learn how...
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Professional Visual Studio ExtensibilityWrox Press, 2008
Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
    Are you ready to extend the capabilities of Visual Studio to become more efficient and productive? Whether you want to integrate optimized builds, enhanced programming tools, or other rapid application development features, this unique resource shows you how to develop customized...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2012

	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to drive powerful business results with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011! Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll learn how to orchestrate successful CRM projects, automate processes, create more efficient workflows, optimize...
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Ethics and Intersex (International Library of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine)Springer, 2006

	This collection of 21 articles is designed to serve as a state-of-the art reference book for intersexuals, their parents, health care professionals, ethics committee members, and anyone interested in problems associated with intersexuality. It fills an important need because of its uniqueness as an interdisciplinary effort, bringing together...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Includes over 75 incredible recipes for deploying, configuring, and customizing your CRM application


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step guide to deploy Dynamics CRM 2011 components, configuring claim-based authentication and IFD deployment
	
		Focus on Dynamics CRM 2011 server maintenance and optimization...
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Apache CloudStack Cloud ComputingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Setting up a cloud computing service, whether for yourself or a customer, is greatly simplified by this step-by-step guide to Cloudstack – the world’s leading open source platform. It’s all here, from installing to extending.


	Overview

	
		Install, deploy, and manage a cloud service using...
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Learning Java (The Java Series)O'Reilly, 2000
This book is about the Java™ language and programming environment. If you've been at all active on the Internet in the past few years, you've heard a lot about Java. It's one of the most exciting developments in the history of the Internet, rivaling the creation of the World Wide Web. Java became the darling of the Internet programming...
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iPad All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Slate-style computers have been around for a few years, but it took
	Apple to make them catch on with the general public in a big way when
	it introduced the iPad. This small, less than a pound-and-a-half wonder has
	sold millions of units in its first year for good reason: It’s well designed,
	feature rich, and opens up a world of...
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Access 2016 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Master database creation and management


	Access 2016 Bible is your, comprehensive reference to the world's most popular database management tool. With clear guidance toward everything from the basics to the advanced, this go-to reference helps you take advantage of everything Access 2016 has to offer. Whether...
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DevOps for Serverless Applications: Design, deploy, and monitor your serverless applications using DevOps practicesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Set up complete CI and CD pipelines for your serverless applications using DevOps principles

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand various services for designing serverless architecture
	
			Build CD pipelines using various cloud providers for your serverless applications
	...
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